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Bouldering in Cloghole:

The guide to Ben’s Font

Cloghole, also known as Ben’s Font, was discovered in 2005
by hillwalker Ben Marsh. It is located on a hillside not far
from Lough Tay. It is well hidden from the road, but is facing
southeast, and is sheltered. It benefits greatly from the
scenery.

Wicklow bouldering areas: comparaison table

Area Rock Walk in
Number of
problems

< 4+ 5 - 6c+ > 7a Weather

1 Lough Bray Very rough
granite

10 mins on boggy path, up
and downhill

15 3 9 3 Quite sheltered at 450m

2 Ben’s Font Rough
granite

10 mins downhill on boggy
path.

34 10 21 3 Sheltered hillside

3 Lough Dan Rough

granite

30 mins on good track, up

and downhill (one river
crossing)

30 5 25 0 Sheltered hillside at 250m

4 Glenmacnass Rough
granite

40 mins, quite muddy,
slightly uphill

80 10 40 10 Exposed hillside at 450m

5 Mall hill Granite 50 mins on good track,
slightly uphill

40 10 20 10 Sheltered felled hillside 250m

6 Glendasan Granite From 1 to 20 mins uphill 20 5 8 5 Exposed hillside at 300m
7 Glendalough Granite 25 mins on flat track 110 35 55 20 Valley at 150m

(Map and table from www.theshortspan.com )
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ACCESS

One can park after the bridge and forest when coming from
Roundwood. Cross the bog downhill. It takes about ten minutes
to reach the boulders, which stand among scattered trees close
to the river. There is mainly two sectors developped for the
moment. Most of the landings are good, though sometimes a
bit spongy and wet. All the problems top out.

PANORAMIC VIEW OF THE AREA
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SECTOR 1

Being higher on the hill, the
upper area benefits greatly from
the views over Lough Tay. As
the hill is facing south, sector 1
receives sun most of the day,
and thus dries faster than the
lower area. It can even become
really warm as it is quite
sheltered from the wind.

The first boulder you will find
coming from the car park is
Hobbiton. The next boulders on
the way down are the Two
Towers. Together, these 3
boulders should have enough to
keep busy the average climber
for a few sessions.

Do not leave without having
tried the following: use some
mantelshelf technique on
Andy’s Sit Start, pump up the
power on the Crucifix traverse,
keep a cool head on Allez les

filles! And to keep things
balanced finish on Come out
and play.

1 Loto 5 Up the corner and ride the top.
2 Crucifix 6c Three stars powerful traverse on the slopers lip with a manteshelf finish.

3 - 6b Lower traverse on the juggy crack. Finish as for Crucifix.
4 Andy’s sit start 7a SS with a foot locked in the big hole. Hard initial pull on a small diagonal ledge to

reach the jugs and finish with a tricky mantelshelf.
5 - 4 Warm up mantelshelf problem.

6 Come out and play 7a+ Start on the corner using a juggy edge right hand and cristals left hand. Rock on
left foot to reach a big undercut left hand. After having worked your feet up, an
off-balance move leads to a good crimp right hand. Finish up the slab.

7 - 4+ Follow the seam up the slab
8 - 3 Left hand side of the arete
9 - 4+ Right hand side of the arete
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10 Allez le bœuf! 6a SS. Deadpoint on the corner jug. Then left up the slab.
11 Arête proper 6b Follow the slopey arete to the right and top out on the slab crimps.
12 Allez les filles! 6a+ Jam your way up the diagonal crack to the chimney. From there a bit of footwork

allows you to reach a huge jug right hand. Classic highball.
13 - P The direct of the face remains a project.
14 Welcome to the suck 5+ Get on the ramp and follow it to the left corner.
15 Anti-climax 5+ The two parallel ramps lead to a vertical side pull. Toping out can be tricky

16 - 5 Get on the slab and don’t wuss left.
17 Nearly headless 6a Start right hand in the undercut and left hand on a sloper. Slap the arete and

grab the jugs above. Finish up following the arete. Potential of a strong head
injury in case of bad fall.

DAWID NOWAK FINISHING HIS “ANTI-CLIMAX”
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SECTOR 2

Problems in sector 2 are
generaly easier than in sector 1.
However the area is not fully
developed yet and there are a
few hard lines still standing.

When coming down from Two
Towers, you can either go
straight to Riverside which has a
few easy warm-ups, or go right
to Cloghole Crossing. The
massive boulder before the
crossing of the river has some
hard projects as well as a slab
which still needs some serious
cleaning.

Passed the river stand
Esmeralda and Quasimodo, two
nice little boulders. A short walk
to the left leads to Manta Ray.

1 - 4 Follow the arete to the top.
2 Manta ray 6a Slap the arete using a good side pull right hand. Reach a good
3 Esmeralda 4+ Nice rock over the short wall.
4 - 6a SS on small crimps. Slap the slopey arete to the left and match your

hands. Rock over using a side pull left hand. 7a without the side pull.
5 Quasimodo 5 Cool and easy mantelshelf. SS on the big ledge and slap up until you

reach a good jug.
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6 Sad punk 6b Start on the big ledge. Grab the slopey edge to the left and deadpoint on a good sloper
on the right edge. Reach the top and rock over. Variation SS from the right.

7 - 5 Campus the jugs and top out. Variation with traverse from the right.
8 Exfoliator 6b+ Campus to the lip and uneasy mantelshelf . SS project.
9 - 6a Rock over the flake.

10 - 7a Jump start arete. SS seriously hard project.
11 Pierre’s twins 6a+ Highball. The ramp lead to the good arete on the right. Follow the arete to the groove in

the middle.
12 The altar 6a Start below the roof. Jam your right foot and pull on the crimps. Then mantelshelf.
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13 Fresh cod and beans 4+ An uneasy move leads to a ramp going diagonaly right. From there
you can reach a second juggy ramp going diagonaly left.

14 Dwarves’ Causeway 4+ Follow the nice ledgy steps up to the top.
15 - 4 Follow the arete
16 Male piwo 4+ Up the groovy slab.
17 Mickey’s Shallow river solo 5 Cool problem above the river. Jump start to the middle edge. Campus

to the top ledge. Use the crack on the left to mantelshelf and top out.

Michael Nicholson on his Shallow water solo

Text & Sketches: Pierre Fuentes

Photos: Dawid Nowak / Pierre Fuentes

Thanks to: Kevin Cooper, Michael Nicholson, Dawid Nowak, Andy Robinson, and Declan Tormey.

Special thanks to Ben Marsh.

For more info on bouldering in Ireland, visit www.theshortspan.com
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